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Abstract: In 2010, the Swedish government established the Komet program—a pilot forest protection project that was initially implemented in five land areas. The Komet program was intended to complement existing formal protection measures by establishing partnerships with forest owners and industries to encourage these actors to take a greater interest in contributing to forest conservation efforts and Nature Conservation Agreements. Despite mixed results, the government subsequently chose to implement these partnerships nationwide, thereby institutionalizing the Komet program and making it into a regular component of forest management policy. This study examines how the program developed and became institutionalized. The theoretical role of public–private partnerships and their capacity to deliver collective goods are discussed. The empirical material primarily consists of interviews with key stakeholders from the pilot period and the present reference group. The results highlight the need to carefully consider past collaborative experiences together with existing motives relating to the role of partnerships in forest protection in order to achieve successful institutionalization. This will increase the government’s capacity to create the conditions for institutionalization and may facilitate the development of external interactions in partnerships, leading to the incorporation of various protection arrangements.
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1. Introduction

Like many other countries around the world, Sweden has encountered significant difficulties in its attempts to comply with its international commitments relating to the sustainable protection of forests [1]. The government has therefore called for intensified measures targeting (i) forested areas of high stand-level value; (ii) green infrastructure (i.e., areas that, by virtue of their size and location, make important contributions to landscape-level functional networks); and (iii) forest types that Sweden has an international responsibility to preserve [2]. Since privately owned forests represent a relatively large proportion of Sweden’s total forested area, like the other Nordic countries, the government has identified cooperation with landowners as a necessary element of forest protection policy [3] although the responsible agencies depart from a national strategy for formal protection where protection of biodiversity values is in focus [4]. However, Swedish landowners initially showed little interest in voluntary protection as the incentives were weak. Similar failures with forest protection in Finland have led to the National Biodiversity Program for Southern Finland (METSO). METSO had a pilot phase from 2002–2007 before becoming fully implemented in 2008, and is now set to continue until 2016 [5]. Inspired by the METSO experience, the Swedish government established the Komet pilot program in five areas of the country to complement existing forest protection measures through financial incentives towards several forms of protection (see Table 1). In total, the productive forest land area in Sweden is 225,000 km², of which 10% was included as a part of the Komet program. The Komet program was implemented in 2010–2014, with a national steering committee including representatives from the...
Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA), the Swedish Forest Agency (SFA), and the County Administrative Board (CAB) from Skåne, the southernmost region. Other key actors with specific competencies were occasionally added to the committee when their expertise was considered valuable. A reference group was also included. The national steering committee determined the rules for the pilot phase, while the reference group was consulted before decision-making, and their advice taken into consideration. In addition, there was a regional working group for each of the five Komet areas, consisting of representatives of the Forest Agency district offices, CABs, forest companies, and forest owners’ associations [6].

Table 1. Total number and area of protected forests based on interest applications within the Komet program and outside the program 1 July 2010 to 31 March 2014, for different forms of protection [6].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protection Form</th>
<th>Within the Komet Program</th>
<th>Outside the Komet Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proportion of Protected Areas</td>
<td>Area of Productive Forest Land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature reserves</td>
<td>11% (n = 31)</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodland habitats</td>
<td>47% (n = 138)</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature Conservation Agreements</td>
<td>42% (n = 123)</td>
<td>435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>1130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More specifically, the Komet program built on existing partnerships between public agencies and landowners known as Nature Conservation Agreements (NCAs), which were introduced in the mid-1990s. An NCA can be regarded as a form of public–private partnership in which the landowners are compensated for the costs of forest protection activities during a period of negotiated duration. These partnerships are rather top-down in nature, since they must be initiated by governmental authorities. Consequently, landowners have shown relatively little interest in the NCAs. Previous studies also show that the use of regulatory instruments has created conflicts between private landowners and responsible agencies since many owners perceive this as an infringement on private property [5,7]. The Komet program transfers the initiative for forest protection from the state to the individual landowner and was therefore expected to be much more appealing to landowners than the top-down instigated NCAs. The responsible agencies have the final say in the decision-making process, but it is initiated by landowners. Consequently, the proportion of implemented NCAs increased within the program. However, the forms of protection on offer and the payments made to landowners with the voluntary approach are the same as those available with traditional instruments. What is new is the transfer of the initiative for forest protection from the state to the individual landowner and the enhanced role as information advisors that the agencies are given within this national partnership. Private landowners have previously been given the opportunity to participate in forest protection; the implementation of a nationwide partnership is intended to develop these voluntary incentives more ‘formally’ [6].

However, evaluations of the Komet pilot phase showed mixed results. While some stakeholders, including forest owners’ organizations, expressed positive opinions and argued that it had succeeded in changing landowners’ views of forest protection [8], nature conservation organizations claimed that the program did not contribute to the fulfilment of governmental forest protection objectives [9]. Despite the mixed results and divided opinions, the Swedish government chose to persevere with the program and extend it across the country, thereby institutionalizing it and making it a regular component of Swedish forest policy [2,6].

The Komet program represents an interesting case both from an empirical and a theoretical perspective. Empirically it allows for the study of how mixed experiences from the pilot phase were taken into account during the institutionalization process. In this case study, we examine theoretical
questions concerning the institutionalization of public–private partnerships and their capacity to deliver collective goods—in this case, the protection of biodiversity. The concept of partnerships is based on the idea that government (alone) cannot effectively deliver collective goods such as sustainable development and so there is a need to look for support from other sectors of society [10]. While much of the literature on partnerships focuses either on individual partnerships or the initial process of setting up partnerships, there is a lack of research on the mechanisms of institutionalization, here understood as the potential to create a framework of regulations to support partnering processes and their outcome in terms of sustainable solutions for public issues [11].

The objective of this study is to bridge this gap and explore what is required to turn a contested pilot forest protection program into a fully developed and functional form. As further developed below, we assume that the process is influenced by at least three factors: (a) the key stakeholders’ experiences of the pilot project and the way in which these experiences (good and/or bad) are incorporated into the institutionalization process of a new partnership; (b) the key stakeholders’ motives for participating in the nationwide implementation of the new partnership; and finally (c) the capacity of various organizations, particularly the government, to create the necessary conditions for the partnership’s institutionalization.

2. Theoretical Framework

Introduction

By creating a platform for collaboration between public and private actors, partnerships are expected to advance public goods as well as private interests [12,13]. The Ladder of Partnership Activity, developed by Glasbergen [11] combines interactive aspects with mechanisms for institutionalization related to partnering processes. The Ladder was initially designed to address public-private partnerships on a global level. However, it could also be used for analyzing partnerships at local and national levels because of its focus on “the partnering development processes in terms of the critical issues and key challenges that arise, and which contribute to success or failure to create a new management practice” [11].

As shown in Figure 1, the Ladder of Partnership Activity features a number of levels, each of which represents an activity that contributes to the evolution of a partnership process. The first level corresponds to the exploratory phase preceding the partnership, which is then followed by the partnership’s formation, the establishment of rules to guide its implementation, and finally what Glasbergen describes as “changing the political order”. This last process involves creating public–private regulations that influence the outcome of societal processes relevant to the solution of public issues. Further, the Ladder is based on three dimensions. The first is the dimension of interactions; in the course of the partnership process, the focus shifts from interactions between the partners (known as internal interactions) to the interactions of the partnership with the external environment (external interactions). The second dimension is that of methodology, which relates to the gradual change in the methods used to move the partnership forwards over time. The third dimension is that of actor versus structure: as the partnership progresses there is a shift in the stakeholders’ intentions and their collaborations (in this case, the individual landowners’ and authorities) to more permanent impacts on the issue area in which the partnership is active [11].

The process of institutionalizing public private partnerships (i.e., creating a framework of regulations underpinning partnering processes and their outcome) would in our case mean successfully turning the Komet program into an integral part of Sweden’s formal system of forest protection. In order to achieve this, it would be necessary to create structures from above to support public–private partnerships for forest protection. However, Glasbergen is somewhat vague about the criteria required to successfully achieve such aims. It seems reasonable to start by assuming that important factors are the degree of mutual dependence between the actors, their past experiences, and their history of interaction [14] including their organizational past [15,16]. Particularly relevant factors in this
case would be the experiences of participants in the pilot phase and how these experiences (good and/or bad) are taken into consideration in the institutionalization process. These experiences may in turn affect the involved stakeholder’s motives for supporting the institutionalization of partnering processes [17,18]. However, motives for supporting partnering processes may also be based in more profound values or ideologies and related critiques of top-down or bottom-up approaches [19]. Based on the extensive literature on public–private partnerships [20–22], it is also reasonable to assume that the capacity, in particular of the government to create the necessary conditions for the institutionalization of the partnering process, may affect the potential for turning the pilot project into a formal part of the Swedish forest policy. New governance arrangements such as partnerships still have to comply with the existing procedures in which they are embedded [22]. For governments, partnering is appealing if the incorporation of private parties from the market and civil society strengthens the realization of their objectives. However, this requires thinking about the place of partnerships in government policies relating to a specific issue area [23,24]. A lack of governmental capacity is often demonstrated by an inability to administer and control policy well [25]. In such situations, variables such as the amount of resources in terms of funding and staff are important [17,26] as well as leadership capacity [26–28]. The efficacy of partnerships can depend on how such differences in resource availability and allocation are managed [26]. Leadership is considered to be a central element of partnership processes [29]. The role of leadership may vary at different levels on the Ladder of Partnership Activity, but we can expect the government to play a particularly important role in certain phases, especially in the institutionalization phase. It is also important for the government to avoid advocating for specific solutions and to show respect for the different viewpoints of the involved stakeholders [28,30].

Figure 1. Elaborated version of The Ladder of Partnership Activity [11,26].

To summarize, the institutionalization process is assumed to depend on key stakeholders’ past experiences with collaborative efforts but also the government’s capacity to create the necessary conditions for partnership institutionalization by supplying the resources and leadership [12,26] needed to achieve the stated objectives.
3. Method and Material

This is an explorative study based on a combination of document studies and interviews. The interviews provided important information, particularly when analyzed together with the written plans and political claims made by the involved key partners [31]. The documents considered include the evaluation of the Komet program, government bills, investigations and guidelines, and statements made by the state agencies: SEPA, SFA, forest owners’ associations, Forest Agency district offices, and CABs. In addition, statements found in the referrals made by the involved stakeholders are analyzed. The referrals were written by involved partners in the Komet program’s steering committee and reference group, and a majority of the CABs and Forest Agency at the regional level.

The main task when analyzing such statements is to identify major differences of opinion between actors and to characterize each of the opinions involved. Even if an actor claims a particular motive in a statement, that may not be helpful in understanding their opinion on the issue [32]. One must also understand how different modes of representation might enable and/or constrain the work of the involved stakeholders in public processes [33]. The sections presenting the empirical material describe the different stakeholders’ motives relating to actions concerning partnerships, forest protection, and institutionalization as well as their attitudes towards the government’s capacity to institutionalize the studied partnership. The dominating motives are highlighted to exemplify different positions and common views among the key stakeholders. The content of these motives are then analyzed to establish a picture of shared and conflicting positions [34].

Semi-structured interviews with all the relevant actors (16 in total) were conducted during the spring of 2015. The sample included partners from the pilot phase of the Komet program and representatives of organizations involved in the present institutionalization phase: the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA), the Swedish Forest Agency (SFA), two regional Forest Agency District Offices (in Västerbotten and Västra Götaland), the Federation of Swedish Farmers (FSF), three County Administrative Boards (Västerbotten, Skåne and Västra Götaland), two forest owners’ associations (Norra Skogsägarna and Södra Skogsägarna), the Swedish Forest Industries Federation, the World Wide Fund For Nature (the WWF resigned from its participation in the Komet program in 2013), and the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation (the SSNC resigned from its participation in the Komet program in 2014). The environmental organizations resigned partly due to lack of resources, their other motives for withdrawal will be explained in the results. The interviews lasted approximately forty to sixty minutes, were transcribed, and the respondents were given the opportunity to review and revise the transcripts.

4. Results

4.1. Introduction

Four distinct formal forest protection schemes exist in Sweden: national parks, nature reserves, woodland habitats, and Nature Conservation Agreements (NCAs). National parks and nature reserves are generally large areas, while woodland habitats and NCAs are smaller. An important difference of protection is that NCAs are not a permanent form of protection but are based on civil law, lasting for a maximum of 50 years. In contrast to the other three forms of protection, NCAs are therefore regarded as “voluntary”. Once established, an NCA has a legal basis and is defined as a form of formal protection by the Swedish Forest Agency, albeit with a limited time frame [35]. Within the Komet program, the landowners initiate the protection rather than the authorities [6].

The evaluation of the Komet program stated that the program had enhanced collaboration between the relevant agencies and forest owners’ associations, and that individual landowners’ interest in forest protection had increased. In addition, the program’s administrative costs were high compared to traditional formal protection. Based on the landowners’ limited interest in the program, it was stated that the compensatory grants issued to landowners were insufficient. It was also assumed that a nationwide implementation would increase the length of the queue of landowners
waiting for compensation. Despite these considerations and the stakeholders’ divergent views, the government decided to implement a nationwide partnership program inspired by the Komet program. This expanded program was to be implemented alongside existing formal protection instruments, which involve work on site protection that is initiated by responsible agencies [6].

The following sections present the views of the key stakeholders on partnerships, forest protection, institutionalization, and the government’s capacity to create the necessary conditions for the implementation of a nationwide forest protection partnership.

4.2. Stakeholder Experiences of the Komet Program

This section focuses on the interviewed key stakeholders’ perceptions of the collaborative efforts that were made in the course of the Komet program’s pilot phase in 2010–2014. The potential influence of these past experiences on the stakeholders’ opinions concerning the institutionalization process is also explored.

The different state agencies—the SEPA, SFA and CABs—which were involved in the program at the national level, felt that their relationships had become strengthened. However, they had a dialogue also before the program was initiated relating to formal forest protection. The representatives of the forest owners’ associations on the national committee felt that contact had enhanced their understanding of the agencies’ interests. The representatives of the Skåne CAB, the SFA, and the forest owners’ associations all considered the atmosphere in the reference group to have been empowering and felt that they were given enough time to work on the designated issues—as one representative put it, “... I am actually very positive. We went to all the meetings in the reference group, so we were a very open group, and that made us put a lot of time into it ...” (CAB officer, national level). In contrast, the regional-level representatives from CABs and Forest Agencies did not feel that they had sufficient time to develop relationships with their new partners. The forest owners’ associations said that they wanted more influence over the management of formal protection regimes. Some of the forest owners’ associations and the environmental organization World Wildlife Fund seem not to have accepted the SFA and SEPA’s suggested directives for the new partnership and to perceive them as a compromise that erodes the Komet program’s initial purpose.

Since the environmental organization WWF resigned from the Komet program in 2013, they did not have a comprehensive overview of the collaboration during the pilot period. The environmental organization Swedish Society for Nature Conservation (SSNC), however, found the collaboration within the reference group somewhat problematic, and saw the group as a forum in which the responsible agencies made decisions about the ongoing process during the pilot period. The SSNC’s officer defined collaboration as: “... a form of partnership where you agree on the goals and methods”, and thought that they had never achieved this. In particular, the SSNC did not consider any deliberative process to have occurred; they felt that they were not heard and only obtained information about the program and its implications. Consequently, the SSNC representative experienced power asymmetries within the reference group. In addition, the environmental organizations emphasized that the Komet program’s final results show that biodiversity values were not sufficiently protected. SSNC’s officer argued that since the government is incapable of achieving its stated forest protection goals using ‘traditional’ methods, ‘experimenting’ with voluntary methods is inefficient and time-consuming. According to the same spokesperson, the present loss of forest biodiversity is so great that the government should focus the majority of its effort on protecting larger and more comprehensive areas. In contrast, both the responsible agencies and forest owners’ associations considered the experiences from the pilot period to be worthy of further development because voluntary incentives can rebuild trust and deepen relationships with private landowners. Their position is that voluntary incentives may be more time-consuming but will have long-term benefits for forest protection. Nevertheless, some counties already have a large queue of landowners waiting for compensation. In the five areas where the program was piloted, there appeared to be a negative correlation between the number of
landowners in the queue for compensation and non-participating landowners’ interest in applying for the Komet program (as measured by the number of applications to enter the program).

To summarize, the stakeholders’ views on the benefits of the Komet program varied considerably, leading to divergent views on how the pilot period functioned. As mentioned, past experiences can influence future collaborations because they are important determinants of partnership structure.

4.3. The Motives of the Key Stakeholders for a Nationwide Implementation

Given the stakeholders’ divergent views on the success of the Komet pilot phase, the program’s partnership arrangements were adjusted before it was expanded nationwide in 2015. This section discusses the motives of the interviewed key stakeholders relating to the process of institutionalization. The goal of developing a new partnership model to complement extant models was initially proposed by SEPA and SFA in their joint report entitled ‘Formal protection of forest: Introduction of a complementary method’.

The officers of the SEPA and SFA who worked with the program at the national level between 2010–2014 emphasized that the new partnerships did not function in exactly the same way as those of the Komet program, and, as such, represented a compromise: “The government has been very clear that this is a complementary method to be used in conjunction with authority-initiated formal protection procedures. This implies that some prioritization must be made. No such prioritization appeared to be involved during the Komet period, so this is something new” (SEPA officer, national level). These officers proposed that public agencies’ forest protection initiatives should generally be assigned the highest priority. However, if a landowner were to submit a high quality expression of interest in forest protection, this expression could also be prioritized. The SEPA and SFA also argued that because the partnership program was intended to be implemented on a nationwide basis, it would have to comply with existing forestry laws. The SFA’s project leader concluded that this would impose higher quality requirements than were required under the Komet program, as well as minimum limits on the size of the protected areas—all to safeguard biodiversity concerns.

Although the environmental organizations agreed that collaboration with other forest partners must be improved, they feared that expanding the Komet program to the national level would not reliably protect forest biodiversity values. The SSNC’s experience of not being fully included in the Komet program’s reference group strengthened their opinion that the implementation of a similar forest program would not help in preserving biodiversity. The bottom-up approach was viewed, particularly by the SSNC, as inefficient in protecting valuable forests. Hence, they had decided to prioritize other forest protection projects. As Table 1 indicates, with smaller size and less permanent protection forms such as nature reserves dominating inside the program, this suggests that the potential quality of protection within the Komet program is generally inferior compared with protection under more traditional approaches. However, the forest owners’ associations suggested that bottom-up approaches could bring other long-term benefits such as reduction of conflicts between different actors. Most regional-level public officers from Forest Agencies and CABs were concerned that under the new partnership model potential constraints on resources and time could lead to difficulties in deciding how to prioritize incoming forest parcels.

The forest owners’ associations perceived the new partnerships as a way of bringing voluntary initiatives into the national system for formal protection, however, they felt that the new approach differed too much from the Komet pilot program. They feared that even in a Komet-inspired partnership, landowners might feel their voices did not carry enough weight, and that the decision to strictly adhere to forestry laws would risk creating “... a diluted version of the Komet program ...” (FSF officer, regional level). On the other hand, the farmers’ representative (including the major forest owners’ associations) advocated for partnerships to be the main method for protecting forests rather than a complement to ‘traditional’ formal protection: “... it cannot be voluntary but only when it suits them. It cannot be like that because then you will have it hanging above your head and then the voluntariness is not voluntary anymore ...” (FSF officer, regional level).
To sum up, the key stakeholders have very different motives for formalizing partnerships. These differences must be acknowledged during the institutionalization phase to avoid eventual conflicts and the creation of power asymmetries. In particular, the environmental organization SSNC’s experience of power asymmetries seem related to their skepticism towards the new partnership. However, ideology also seems to be playing a role in the way the nationwide partnership is being conceived.

4.4. The Statements Found in the Referrals on Institutionalization

Studies of the stakeholders’ formal motives for institutionalizing the partnership showed that the involved stakeholders take different stances on several aspects of the proposals made by the SEPA and SFA.

The two environmental organizations stated that the SEPA and SFA’s expectations for the forest industry to serve as funders and information providers are inappropriate in a public proposal. They argued that the forest industry should not play a major role in the development of voluntary agreements for protecting forests, which was indicated in the referral composed by the SEPA and SFA. More importantly, they were skeptical about the proposal’s likely outcome in terms of forest protection, and argue that protection should involve systematic mapping of forests with high biodiversity value. They feared that only less valuable forest areas would be chosen for protection if the protection were to be initiated by the landowners. Referring to the Komet program’s results in terms of protected forest confirms their suspicions. They therefore proposed an alternative forest protection strategy developed by their own forest advisors.

In contrast to the environmental organizations’ extensive texts, the Forest Industries formulated a minor statement saying that they were looking forward to working with the new system. The Federation of Swedish Farmers’ referral (which included contributions from the involved forest owners’ associations) was also positive about the introduction of complementary partnerships. They suggested that, with the exception of already initiated top-down protection processes, initiatives from landowners should be prioritized. However, they also contend that the proposal did not provide explicit guidance on how landowners’ initiatives should be prioritized and incorporated into existing regulations. Their referral concludes by noting that social values should be incorporated into the new procedures.

Of twenty-one CABs in Sweden, nineteen submitted a referral. These referrals clearly reflected a degree of insecurity among the CABs concerning the use of nationwide partnerships, linked to a common fear that the CABs would be at risk of making promises to landowners that they would be unable to keep due to a lack of resources. Despite these concerns, the majority of the CABs supported new efforts to inform landowners, thereby attempting to increase their interest in protection. Those CABs that had been involved in the Komet program tended to be more positive about the introduction of a complementary partnership. Others placed more emphasis on potential drawbacks. For instance, the Örebro CAB argued that a complementary partnership would not function properly because there was already little interest among landowners in implementing ‘traditional’ NCAs. A majority of the regional units of the Forest Agency expressed similar concerns, namely that the partnerships were not compatible with their strategies for protecting forests, although they emphasized support for landowner initiatives. Their concerns were related to a fear of decreasing resources for protecting forests with high biodiversity. The CABs were also skeptical about the outcome in terms of forest protection, stemming from concerns about the constraints on the forest protection budget.

The stakeholders’ referrals thus show that there are several different views on partnerships, what a partnership should be used for and how. In particular, the environmental organizations were skeptical of the use of partnerships. This primarily related to their belief that partnerships are generally inferior to top-down strategies for forest protection due to their lesser potential in use of strategic planning for nature protection. Of the involved agencies at a regional level those that participated during the pilot period were more positive than those that had not. Those agencies that had not previously participated were particularly concerned about the lack of resources to support voluntary agreements. The outcome
of the pilot period was mentioned as another reason for not implementing a nationwide partnership because it indicated that bottom-up partnerships were less efficient than top-down protection forms. Still, the forest owners’ associations and forest industry representatives were positive and proposed that voluntary schemes should be further developed for protection of private forest areas.

4.5. Views on Government Capacity to Manage Partnership Institutionalization, and Requirements for Implementation

Key stakeholders’ were asked about their opinions concerning the government’s capacity to establish the necessary conditions for successful partnerships. The interviewed partners wanted the government’s leadership capacity to be developed. A perceived lack of leadership concerning how the directives were formulated was considered to have influenced the structure of the partnerships. The environmental organizations wanted more guidance in the directives and that the responsible agencies (the SFA and SEPA) would take the lead in the implementation through the allocation of resources at the regional level. The regional agency officers from the Forest Agency district offices and CABs suggested that the directives needed to be more extensively adapted to the conditions in each county. Both the SEPA and SFA, however, emphasized that they were obliged to adhere to the government’s directives despite their perceived lack of resources for forest protection. Thus, they expressed high dependency on the forest industry’s engagement in the partnership. However, the northern forest owners’ association argued that the government should take more responsibility in terms of governing and resources for the voluntary protection regime to achieve its full potential.

The environmental organizations in particular thought that the decision to implement a nationwide partnership had been taken too quickly. They questioned the government’s ability to manage voluntary protection. The WWF’s officer perceived that the government’s intentions had profoundly changed under the management from the SFA and SEPA. However, the SFA’s project leader emphasized that the partnerships were originally intended to be steered by the SEPA and SFA together and that the government therefore expected them to complete this work.

The representatives from the forest owners’ associations argued that a political change is needed before voluntary practices will have a role to play in formal forest protection: “... politicians must give a higher status to voluntary protection, in which landowners also have incentives to manage forests for biodiversity as well as for production ...” (FSF officer, national level). This would entail major changes in the national strategy to better support voluntary protection. In contrast, the environmental organizations, however, demanded increased mandatory protection. At the regional level, some public officers agreed on this matter and found mandatory regulation efficient, even though this presented a risk that “you run over people ... but it should be considered a national interest to protect forests just as it is to build a public road ...” (SFA officer, regional level). These officers claimed that voluntary approaches are better suited for fragmented landscape types. At the same time, they expressed a willingness to incorporate social values, which they assumed would give an expanded protection agenda. The SFA and SSNC officers argued that the inclusion of social values is not new and, as such, is not an innovative practice. They referred to outdoor activities as a common reason for protection that already incorporates social values. The representatives of the environmental organizations and the SFA at both the national and regional levels, however, stated that social values should not be the dominating theme in forest protection.

The analysis of the interviews revealed three primary concerns: time, leadership capacity, and resources. Most of the interviewed stakeholders, particularly on the regional levels, felt that they needed more time to reflect and think through the objectives associated with the implementation of a complementary partnership. They also felt that they already had a tight schedule to follow. Therefore, the idea of incorporating a time-consuming partnership into their existing strategies created feelings of stress.

Several of the interviewed key stakeholders asked for clearer directions from the government. Lack of leadership could potentially undermine the government’s capacity (and that of its responsible
agencies) to make compromises that would satisfy different interests. More importantly, ambiguous leadership undermines the government’s capacity to create the initial conditions for institutionalization. There is thus a need for synchronization at the administrative level since collaborative efforts need synchronization [36] between the national and regional agencies. At the regional level, the involved stakeholders asked for context-based guidelines since the forest types suitable for protection and the queue of landowners waiting for compensation tend to vary between counties. Hence, a lack of coordination will have particularly strong effects on the regional districts where the partnerships are ultimately implemented.

The resource dilemma relates to leadership capacity since it is the government that allocates the financial resources to protect forests. However, the budget does not seem to be keeping pace with the new working methods for protecting forests. Despite their generally positive attitudes to the partnership scheme, both the SEPA and SFA were very conscious of the lack of resources and queues of waiting landowners. Paradoxically, the lack of resources was initially used as an argument for a need to collaborate with the forest industry. This position disturbed the environmental organizations since they found it quite controversial for public agencies to form alliances with the forest industry to protect forests rather than securing public funding to this end.

5. Discussion

5.1. Previous Experience Matters

Most of the interviewed key stakeholders seemed to have established well-functioning relationships with each other within the Komet program. This is particularly true for the responsible agencies (i.e., the SEPA, SFA, and the Skåne CAB). However, how they should continue to develop and eventually formalize these relationships did not appear to have been discussed at any great length. This is exemplified by the lack of agreement regarding the extent to which the Komet program could be considered a deliberative process. Some of the stakeholders, particular from the environmental organizations and regional agencies, are quite skeptical about the program’s efficiency as a tool for forest protection. They view the outcome, as shown in Table 1, as disappointing. The lack of agreement during the pilot period seemed to also affect the present institutionalization process. For instance, some of the interviewed stakeholders’ skeptical attitudes are linked to a perceived lack of resources [16]. Furthermore, several of the interviewed stakeholders expressed disbelief regarding the new partnerships’ role in spurring formal protection.

To summarize, the results show the importance of considering the key stakeholders’ experiences of the pilot phase. The interview responses confirmed that past experiences influenced the stakeholders’ motives relating to the institutionalization process [17,18].

5.2. Challenging to Find a Compromise between the Different Motives

The SEPA and SFA found it challenging to strike compromises between the different key stakeholders’ motives regarding a nationwide implementation. The environmental organizations had mixed motives relating to the institutionalization process because from their perspective the pilot phase had been disappointing. Even if they were positive about working with new stakeholders, they were skeptical about the outcome in terms of forest protection. They believed that environmentally valuable forests should be protected using mandatory regulation to counteract the trend of increasing biodiversity loss. However, their criticisms were not based exclusively on past experiences—they also expressed a general critique of the partnerships’ bottom-up character [19]. Hence, they thus also expressed ideological motives for claiming that a nationwide partnership could not be effective. Several of the regional CABs and forest agencies also agreed that the most efficient strategy for protecting forests is to use regulatory tools.

The motives of the forest owners’ associations and forest industry representatives were based on the landowners’ right to ownership. These stakeholders supported bottom-up strategies and wanted a
major change in the forest protection agenda that would turn voluntary protection into the dominant strategy. They stressed the importance to account for both social and environmental values before protecting forests and that such inclusion of values other than preservation of biodiversity reflects a willingness to change the traditional image of forest protection.

The motives tend to be influenced by a combination of past experiences and values or ideologies such as ecocentric or anthropocentric views. If some of the involved stakeholders have negative past experiences together with a critique of bottom-up strategies, these motives may present difficult obstacles to the initiation of an institutionalization process. If landowners’ actions are actively supported for preserving specific forms of biodiversity, a more permanent transformation of new ideas in forest protection may develop such as in the Finnish METSO program [5].

5.3. Lack of Governmental Capacity Affects the Final Implementation Phase

Several of the interview responses and referrals also identified the government’s lack of capacity to create the conditions necessary for successful institutionalization as a problem [26]. Most of the interviewed stakeholders, particular on the regional levels, mentioned a lack of time to work on new strategies. This issue must be addressed because the development of new working methods is time-consuming, especially when relationships must be established or modified.

The primary dilemmas highlighted in the referral round relating to the proposals of the SFA and SEPA were the lack of resources and the queue of landowners waiting for compensation. There was also a perception that the available resources were not fairly distributed because the queue of landowners differed among counties. More resources are needed before the public agencies will consider using a partnership-based approach [16]. The SEPA and SFA used the lack of resources as an argument for the need to invite forest industry to act as a collaborative funder. However, the desire to seek help from forest industries for forest protection was regarded with suspicion by the environmental organizations.

The emphasis placed on the roles of landowners in the referrals from the regional CABs and forest agencies depended on these regional agencies’ past experiences with collaborative projects [29]. In general, regional agencies tended to be more positive towards the implementation of partnerships if they had experience of working in collaborative projects [16,29]. This was particularly true for those regional agencies that had participated in the pilot phase.

The involved actors asked for leadership [26,29], but from different levels. The SEPA and SFA’s officers, at the national level, emphasized that they had to follow the directives from the government. The forest owners’ associations demanded increased involvement from the government due to its responsibility for resource distribution. The environmental organizations urged the responsible agencies (the SEPA and SFA) to take direct responsibility for managing forest protection. Their opinion was that the SEPA and SFA should argue more forcefully for an increased allocation of resources rather than just accepting those given by the government. The regional agencies wanted the suggested directives to be adapted on a county-by-county basis to reflect each county’s unique conditions. Some of these agencies considered partnership implementation to be unnecessary because they already had a well-developed dialogue with private landowners. Overall, most of the interviewed key stakeholders expressed frustration about the government’s lack of capacity in its role of controlling and setting guidelines [25]. Hence, both the government and the responsible agencies need to exhibit a capacity for leadership [27,28].

The major dilemma regarding the government’s capacity seems to lie in its inability to steer through different levels of governance (e.g., the national and regional levels) [36,37]. This is problematic because collaborative efforts require synchronization [37]. The partnership concept was initially intended to permit both traditional and new stakeholders to discuss and engage [8,9] in the development of formal protection. However, the newly invited stakeholders perceived that they had not fully developed their relationships with the others. They also experienced power asymmetries [11,12], which related to a feeling of not being fully included in the partnering process.

Overall, the government did not seem well-adjusted to the present partnership arrangement [23]. The establishment of a rule system to steer the implementation has major weaknesses. Since the wider institutional settings were not fully developed for large scale implementation, this affected the regional
agencies’ ability to address practical challenges using voluntary incentives. These obstacles imply that the scope for using partnerships to change the societal structures of forest protection was limited. If partnerships are to “change the political order” [11], they must be allocated more leadership capacity, time, and resources so that the necessary relationships can be organized on the national level.

Another dilemma is the Swedish policy tradition of top-down protection, which risks obstructing an institutionalization process. Countries with traditions of voluntary protection, such as Norway and Austria, may be more adapted to incorporate partnerships into their governance systems [38,39]. Hence, the introduction of partnerships in Swedish forest policy requires considerable time, and allocation of new resources into to the relevant agencies.

The key stakeholders clearly did not have a common perception of the Komet program’s final results. Their disagreements were further reflected in the subsequent institutionalization process. Past experiences must be considered to enable the implementation of partnerships [29]. Otherwise, the use of partnerships might be characterized by a high risk of perceived power asymmetries [11], which implies that some invited stakeholders might consider their voices as unheard. Merely inviting new stakeholders from different sectors is not enough to promote collaboration. They need to feel that opinions are recognized and that the partnership supports their interests [11]. The involved key stakeholders’ motives for participating in the process varied widely, even if they expressed the same goal of protecting forests. A lack of information about the Komet program’s objectives during the pilot period may partially explain the reluctance of the involved stakeholders to compromise their interests. The questioning of the program’s legitimacy, particularly by the environmental organizations, probably also contributed to the skepticism of some key stakeholders.

The results indicate an insecurity amongst the regional agencies regarding the nationwide implementation of the program. They perceive themselves as resource-poor and therefore question the partnership’s overall objective. Therefore, a major change in the national strategy for formal forest protection would be required before partnerships can be added to the existing formal protection goals. This could, for instance, imply that the national strategy would recognize partnerships as being as highly prioritized as ‘traditional’ protection methods. Such a development might open up new discussions on whose values should be recognized in forest protection. The use of partnership approaches can facilitate the protection of forest areas but with another focus than traditional protection of biodiversity values. Incorporation of ‘new’ values might widen the protection agenda and make landowners more willing to voluntary protection.

The institutionalization of a nationwide partnership represents an attempt by the government to make private landowners more interested to protect forests. However, there is still a lack of acceptance for this approach among some key stakeholders. Government action is still required to set rules that will define the workings of new exchanges for forest protection [23]. This study shows that past experiences and the motives of the involved actors must be considered carefully before institutionalization can develop.

6. Conclusions

Partnerships can contribute to the delivery of public goods, however, they cannot be organized in the same way as a program with top-down steering. In the case of forest protection, top-down steering using mandatory tools runs the risk of creating opposition among private landowners as well as central stakeholders from the forest sector. Because governments depend on the actions of private landowners to achieve their forest protection goals, the use of top-down steering that alienates landowners can have negative effects. Partnerships can facilitate collaboration between different stakeholders even if they do not necessarily give every involved actor exactly what they want. Moreover, the use of partnership approaches can enable the protection of forest areas that were not previously registered as valuable. The responsible agencies can thus achieve an increase in the quantity of protected forest land. However, a disadvantage of the partnership approach is that the areas selected for protection in landowners’ expressions of interest are unlikely to be chosen only on the basis of quality (i.e., biodiversity and
importance to the local ecosystem/community). Furthermore they tend to be smaller compared to formal forms of protection which may be a disadvantage given what is to be protected (see Table 1). As shown in Table 1, the interest for different forms of protection differ inside and outside the Komet program, with smaller size and less permanent protection forms such as nature reserves dominating inside the program, suggesting that the potential quality of such protection is generally inferior compared with the traditional forms of protection. In addition, the number of interest applications within the program is also quite small (about 7% of all applications during this period).

This study examined a case in which the government had chosen to make a trade-off by implementing nationwide partnerships despite defects identified in a pilot program. Several factors were identified as being important for the institutionalization of this new approach to forest protection; in particular, that the process must work for most of the involved stakeholders. However, the necessary conditions for institutionalization do not yet seem to have been established. Specifically, the government did not allocate enough resources, and has not shown sufficient leadership. The responsible agencies are further criticized for not being able to deliver in terms of their leadership capacity. These shortcomings in the authorities’ ability to implement could potentially undermine the long-term objectives of a nationwide implementation (i.e., to increase private landowners’ interest in forest protection and to rebuild relationships with forest stakeholders). Overall, the results are related to (1) past experiences with collaborative efforts; (2) motives influenced by beliefs that partnerships are inferior to top-down strategies for forest protection or contrary viewpoints; and (3) lack of leadership capacity. Those results are generalizable outside of Sweden, where similar experiences can be found. However, Sweden’s tradition of top-down protection indicates that the current transformation of forest protection to use bottom-up approaches may take time to develop compared to, for example, Norway, where voluntary measures are more commonly used.

On the one hand, there is good reason to believe that if the necessary conditions can be established, partnership arrangements could represent a viable compromise that would combine private and public interests in forest protection. Such arrangements are needed to deliver collective goods. On the other hand, this case study illustrates the difficulties in reconciling private and public interests since representatives of forest owners promoted private interests in combination with anthropocentric values, and representatives of environmental organizations promoted public interests based on ecocentric values, and the government was caught in the middle. The Swedish government’s lack of capacity to mitigate between these opposing views was revealed as the necessity of implementing a nationwide partnership was questioned and interpreted differently among involved stakeholders. To be successful, a shift away from ‘traditional’ views on forest protection seems to be needed to fully develop a partnership approach to forest protection. However, the government also needs to allocate more resources to clarify the purpose of the partnering process, to clarify the policy recommendations for the use of partnerships, and to be able to ensure that the quality of forest protection is not reduced compared to traditional protection.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

- NCA: Nature Conservation Agreements
- SEPA: Swedish Environmental Protection Agency
- SFA: Swedish Forest Agency
- CAB: County Administrative Board
- WWF: World Wide Fund for Nature
- SSNC: Swedish Society for Nature Conservation
- FSF: Federation of Swedish Farmers
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